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Rainfall and Floods Devastate Alokosh and Alsab'ateen IDPs Site in 

Alhudaydah Governorate 
Report Date: 08/08/2022 

Day: Monday 

Time: 8:30 p.m.  

Introduction  

Alokosh and Alsab'ateen IDPs Site is located in Hays District- Alhudaydah Governorate. This site 

currently receives (524) households with (2676) individuals.  

Incident Description   

Heavy rain hit different parts of Hays District in Alhudaydah Governorate on Sunday 07/08/2022 

and affected Alokosh and Alsab'ateen IDPs Site. The rainfall lasted for many hours leading to 

widespread floods that devastated IDPs shelters, food items and NFIs in Alsaba'a IDPs Site. Now 

most households are in the open air. No human casualties were reported. DRC responded quickly 

and provided tarpaulins to the affected households on Monday 08/08/2022. The following table 

shows the damages caused by rain and floods.  

Affected 

households 
Individuals Damaged Shelter NFIs Food items 

Number  Number  Completely  Partially  Completely  Partially  Completely  Partially  

42 271 16 2 38 4 37 5 

 

Needs    

The following table shows the needs of the affected households in the site. 

Shelter   NFIs   Food Items   Drinking water 

18 42 42 10000 liters daily 
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Recommendations 

The following is recommended: 

1. Quick response by humanitarian partners and NGOs to provide assistance to the affected 

household. 

2. Quick response to assist vulnerable households affected by rain and floods. 

3. Executing raising awareness sessions about the dangers of rainfall and how to prepare and 

be ready for rain fall especially seasonal ones.  

4. The local authorities should execute field visits to the affected sites to evaluate and provide 

assistance. 

5. The local authorities should provide facilitate humanitarian partners, INGOs and NGOs 

access to the affected area  

Conclusion  

Alokosh and Alsab'ateen IDPs Site was affected by Heavy rain floods on Sunday 07/08/2022 and 

many displaced households lost their shelters, food items and NFIs. (42) households were affected 

by the rain and floods. (18) shelters, (42) NFIs and (42) food items were damaged.  The households 

are living in the open air now. No human casualties were reported. DRC intervened and provided 

tarpaulins to the displaced households on Monday 08/08/2022. 
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Appendix: Pictures 
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